Individual Portfolio Assignment

Worth 100 Points (10 for the vision statement/cover letter, 40 for the first draft and 50 for the final submission with the final paper)

The objective of this assignment is for you to produce a reel that showcases your talents and could potentially help you get a job after graduation. When putting your reel together, use your newly gained knowledge from discussions and other samples seen in class and your own research. Everything that you put in your reel must be from your own work and do not use any copyrighted media.

Your final reel should be between 1 and 2 minutes in length. You may use whichever software you prefer to edit your reel. The final file should be at the highest possible resolution, preferably 1080P.

Possible talents to showcase:

Directing
Editing
Camerawork
Audio Mixing
Visual Effects
Color Correction
Sound Design
Lighting
Compositing
Animation (2D and 3D)

If you would like to showcase multiple talents, isolate each category by a visual transition.

The vision statement/cover letter must include brief description of your skillsets, a list of the projects showcased and how do you hope job reviewers will react to it.

Due:
**Draft one and vision statement due before noon on 3/19.** Upload the full resolution video to youtube or vimeo and add the URL to your vision statement/cover letter and submit on Angel. You will get a zero grade if the link to your video does not work or we cannot get access to the video.

Follow the same process for the final submission **due before noon on 4/23.**